If the phenomenon of transfiction depends on transgressing borders between narratives, as Richard Saint-Gelais has argued, it is essential to understand how those boundaries functioned differently in the past than they do now, if we are to use transfiction as a category of analysis for fictional narratives of various time periods. Modern readers' experience of transfictionality depends on robust boundaries separating works of fiction: so long as narratives remain within the bounds of the works that give them textual expression, we remain in the realm of normal fiction, but when narrative material crosses those boundaries we enter the realm of transfiction. Saint-Gelais asserts that the crossing of boundaries forms the crux of transfictionality, and proposes three possible sources of transfictionality: "l'indépendance matérielle des textes ; celle des récits ; l'intervention d'un écrivain distinct de l 'auteur original" (2011: 24) . 1 At first glance, the source of the transfictional relationship between the versions of Mémoires d'un honnête homme by Antoine François Prévost and Éléazar de Mauvillon appears to be the intervention of two authors and the presence of a boundary between the first and second installments separating Prévost's text from Mauvillon's. However, as my analysis will show, the transfictionality of this eighteenth-century text derives from the coexistence of two narrative structures within a single work. Mauvillon's modifications to the relationship between dispositive and narrative boundaries in Prévost's text, initiated via additions to the first installment, written by Prévost, and completed in the second installment, entirely written by Mauvillon, enable a reformulation of the narrative structure of the Mémoires which we understand as transfictional. Material boundaries and transfers of authorship do not suffice to create transfictionality in the eighteenth century because in the pre-Revolutionary period, authors had no more claim on their products than any artisan: once narrative ideas took textual form, they were available to others to use as they wished. Mere appropriation of another writer's fictional material, even in a new publication, did not create transfictionality.
2
In the absence of boundaries established by modern copyright law, I argue that eighteenth-century texts-like Mauvillon's continuation of Prévost's work-became transfictional through the manipulation of narrative structure. Instead of passing off his work as that of the original author, Mauvillon extended it beyond its original boundaries and inserted material into the original text, thus transforming Prévost's narrative structure. These insertions are crucial to making the text transfictional. Whereas adding to the original text violates no boundaries in the eighteenth century, Mauvillon's alterations superimpose a new narrative structure onto Prévost's text. Mauvillon's version of the Mémoires falls outside the modern transfictional binary: it is neither an independent work containing elements belonging to a separate fiction, and therefore transfictional, nor a mere continuation, and therefore not transfictional, but rather a transfictional continuation that transforms Prévost's original text.
Transfictionality as a Function of Authorship, Copyright, and Disposition
Since the early twentieth century, technological innovation has exponentially multiplied transmedial and transfictional phenomena associated with serialized narrative, from podcasts to fan fiction. Thus, we are right to think that our society presents a unique conjunction of these phenomena, as Jenkins (2006) has suggested. However, transfictionality is not new, nor is its association with serialization. Rather, now as in the past, these phenomena occur in certain ways at different times because of the evolving relationship between the producers of texts and their audiences, as mediated by modes of production and distribution. The nineteenth century provides evidence of serialized narrative fiction predating electronic broadcasting, and of the link between serialization and transfictionality (e.g., posthumous continuations of Dickens' Edwin Drood). In fact, publication in installments has been a mode of production of narrative fiction and a source of transfictional phenomena since the beginning of the seventeenth century. 2 Prior to widespread regular serialization in the nineteenth century, narrative prose fiction often appeared in installments long enough to stand as independent works, which were separated by periods ranging from months to years, and these texts were commonly continued by individuals other than the original authors. Such works can be called periodical to distinguish them from serialized works, which follow a faster rhythm of shorter installments. particular form (Blaise 2007) . Many critics see the proliferation of sequels, continuations, and fragments in the eighteenth century as a sign of resistance to closure, suggesting that transfictionality may have been a more fundamental element of the underlying conditions of fiction during that period than it is today. In some cases, authors continued their own works themselves; 4 some works were continued by other authors; 5 and some were continued both by unauthorized writers and the original ones 6 . These three scenarios suggest a resemblance between the eighteenth-century conception of the artistic whole and the modern idea of transfictionality. Modern texts, transfictional or not, rely on the modern concept of intellectual property, assuming the integrity of each work, and allowing modern writers (who avoid copyright infringement) to make transfictional texts without degrading their own right to the new intellectual property thus created.
4
How might evolving conceptions of authorial ownership in eighteenth-century France have shaped readers' perception of Mauvillon's continuation? The idea of what constituted a complete work was not what it is today. Scholars have noted the limits of theories of closure such as Kermode's, which fail to adequately account for the specificities of pre-nineteenth-century prose fiction. 7 Works of prose fiction remained open to continuation by the original author or others. Whereas modern copyright law associates authors' identities with the identity of their artistic productions (cf. Hirschfield 2001: 30) , that association was evolving during the eighteenth century, away from a split between author and copyright owner. The distinction between authorship and the right to control the production and distribution of an imaginative work under the ancien régime through the practice of privilège (the exclusive right to publish a given printed text) was the legal reflection of a conceptual distinction between the ideas that make up a narrative and their realization in material, commercial form as texts. Before post-Revolutionary French law recognized a privileged connection between writers and the texts they produced (droit d'auteur, roughly equivalent to copyright in the English-speaking world), owners of privilège (usually booksellers or printers) could hire anyone to write a continuation (cf. Cleveland). Thus, the conceptual boundaries between original texts and their continuations were less rigid prior to the advent of modern copyright laws then they generally are today, and all prose fiction produced under the system of privilège was potentially transfictional.
5
The difficulty modern readers face in trying to understand transfictionality in the precopyright era is manifest in Genette's distinction between the authorized continuation of an unfinished work and the commercially-motivated suite (1982: 222-23) . Saint-Gelais has noted the insufficiency of this distinction, calling for further study of earlier transfictional texts; while he mentions several eighteenth-century works, he fails to address the influence of the modes of publication and distribution of the time on their potential transfictionality (2011: 40). Mauvillon's continuation of Prévost's Mémoires provides a useful case study, but scholarship on the Mémoires has yet to be informed by transfictional theory. The availability of privilège for new editions meant that a continuation such as Mauvillon's would have been both a "new" work, in that it was eligible for a privilège, and the "same" work, in that it completed an unfinished narrative fiction. 9 By inserting new material into Prévost's text and extending it beyond its original dimensions, Mauvillon crossed one of the boundaries delimiting the zone of transfiction.
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The relationship between Prévost's version (1745) 10 In addition, rather than make the relationship between the original edition and the new one explicit by keeping the original "avant-propos de l'éditeur" (editor's foreword) intact and supplementing it with a new one, Mauvillon inserts material, easily overlooked by an unwary reader, into the original foreword. Finally, the credit given the original author by mentioning the new manuscript is undercut by the emphasis on the role of the new "editor" created by the description of the new edition as revised, corrected, and expanded.
11
These contradictions suggest that Mauvillon felt neither obligated to preserve Prévost's authorial claim, nor free to act as if this publication were a seamless continuation of the previous one. The absence of an authorized continuation by Prévost suggests that pragmatism alone cannot explain the adoption of a new title page: Mauvillon could have ridden the success of the first installment without drawing the reader's attention to its discontinuity with the second. The dual indeterminacy of authorial ownership and dispositive boundaries provides a more complete explanation. At a time when unpredictable publication rhythms and loose claims of authorial ownership rendered modern transfictionality practically ineffective, Mauvillon executed a dual strategy of authorial self-presentation and textual framing to draw a transfictional boundary legible in the eighteenth-century context, creating a boundary that he then crossed, thereby increasing the interest of his work.
7
The transfictional relationship between Mauvillon's and Prévost's versions of the Mémoires is marked by the manipulation of narrative and dispositive boundaries, discussed here using Ugo Dionne's concept of disposition.
12
Modern readers expect impermeable boundaries between fictional works. We derive pleasure from recognizing the same character in a different work: boundaries matter. By contrast, eighteenth-century readers often encountered the continued adventures of a character in a continuation of the same work, because modes of production and distribution rendered boundaries between works uncertain, decreasing the contrast between the renewed appearances described above. The uncertainty of these external boundaries facilitates intermittent coordination between narrative and dispositive structures. The sophistication of the resulting narration, constrained by the modes of production and distribution of the time, largely depends on the imagined eventual whole "work" that writers encouraged readers to construct mentally as they progressed through the text.
13
Dionne's ideas about disposition help us to see how Prévost and Mauvillon use a text that is largely the same to encourage their readers to construct substantially different mental images of the eventual whole. For example, the first installment of the Mémoires (all that Prévost wrote, published in 1745) ends at the protagonist's deathbed, providing an intense co-ordination of dispositive and narrative structures signaling an apparently impermeable boundary. Yet closer analysis reveals a dialectical narrative structure left open at this dispositive boundary, enabling a potential (but never realized) expansion by Prévost. Yet, when Mauvillon actualized this possibility, rather than continuing in the way prefigured by the relationship between dispositive and narrative structures in the original version, he shifted that relationship by inserting new material into Prévost's text. The ability of a single text to accommodate two different narrative structures demonstrates the readiness of contemporaneous readers to dissociate content and form. Readers were neither unaware that different parts of the "same" work might be written by different writers, nor indifferent to the change of authorship. Indeed, transfictionality depended on signals such as putting on the role of "editing" a new edition, as Mauvillon does. Furthermore, the apparent contradiction between Prévost's failure to dispute Mauvillon's continuation of the Mémoires and his vocal rejection of the apocryphal continuation of Cleveland suggests an ambivalent attitude toward this kind of quasicollaborative authorship. 14 Prevost's contrasting responses to what seem-to modern readers-identical actions reveal a shift in ideas about what it means to be an author. The modern conception of the relationship between authors and their work requires a transfictional text either to completely modify or completely preserve the original author's vision of the transfictional elements. Mauvillon's text follows an in-between course; for example, it neither completely reduces the count to a shallow character dominated by mercenary concerns, as Tremewan has claimed (1978: 331-32), nor fully maintains Prevost's count's complexity. Finally, whereas modern readers might expect Mauvillon to modify either the character of the count or his environment, but not both, Mauvillon does just that, emphasizing some pre-existing characteristics, downplaying others, adding some new ones, and introducing new characters while reframing the narrative structure.
Can the Middle be the End? 9
Though middle and end seem mutually exclusive, Prévost's and Mauvillon's Mémoires suggest otherwise, illuminating narrative structure as a source of eighteenth-century transfictionality. To understand how Mauvillon shifts narrative and dispositive boundaries, we must review the narrative material contained in the two installments. While Prévost's text makes up a large portion of Mauvillon's text, the plots expressed by each version reveal two unique underlying narrative structures. Both versions consist of the retrospectively narrated memoirs of an unnamed count, the titular honnête homme.
15
Prévost's count narrates his introduction to Parisian society, including an unhappy love affair with a married woman, Mme de B…; an attempt to save a prostitute named Fanchon from infamy; and a forced deathbed marriage to his spurned provincial lover, Mlle de St. V…. Now imprisoned in Austria, the count gives the memoirs he writes to the frame narrator, a tutor who visits the count in prison while accompanying a young nobleman traveling through Europe, on the condition that he promise to publish them only after the death of an unnamed woman involved in the story. Ending with a deathbed marriage, Prévost's version leaves open when and how the count was imprisoned, and whether he survives. In Mauvillon's version, the count survives a brief imprisonment; he becomes increasingly passive, encountering new characters with designs on him (a gold-digging mother-daughter duo) or who seek his help (Mlle Ursule, hoping to avoid prostitution); and he experiences love affairs whose unhappy conclusions lead to retirement from active life.
16
10 Concluding the first installment with a dramatic deathbed scene, as Prévost does, exemplifies the narrative-dispositive interplay possible under eighteenth-century conditions of production and distribution. Tremewan discusses this decision as one consideration in the complex question regarding Prévost's intention (or lack thereof) to Reconsidering Narrative Closure in the Eighteenth Century: Transfictionality ...
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continue the work (1978: 40-62) ; my analysis highlights its generativity. Placing a deathbed scene at a dispositive boundary (the end of the installment) balances readerly desire for a narrative arc within the material confines of the text available at a given point in time (the installment) and the author's need to preserve both readerly interest in a continuation of the narration and the narrative possibility of such a continuation. The relative clumsiness of Mauvillon's revival of the count, healed by a quasi-miraculous remedy, may indicate less technical expertise, but not Prévost's abandonment of the text. In Prévost's original text, the end of the first installment concludes a narrative structure, yet-in Mauvillon's expanded version-that "end" functions simply as one of many "middles," or intermediary narrative structural transitions.
17
Whereas transfictionality in modern texts requires an end to establish a boundary to transgress, Mauvillon's continuation of Prévost's text suggests that such transgressions are merely a specific instance of a more general case: a shift in relationship between narrative and dispositive structures.
11 Interactions between narrative and dispositive boundaries within the first installment show how Prévost adds detail and complexity to each additional phase of the dialectic process. For example, Prévost's second major narrative unit amplifies and problematizes the first major narrative unit's dialectic juxtaposing the count's naïveté (thesis, first subunit), his apparent sophistication (antithesis, second), and the synthetic view of some forms of sophistication as new forms of naïveté (third). The first book ends here.
Comparing the progress thus far in the dispositive structure (half of Prévost's two-book installment, or a quarter of a potential four-book work) to progress in the narrative structure (less than half completed) reveals the gradually dilating effect of Prévost's narrative pattern. A dialectical structure has two key points of transition: between thesis and antithesis, and between antithesis and synthesis. To allow the dispositive boundary of the first installment to signal its completeness, the end of the first major narrative unit should have coincided with the beginning of a new book. Because the most significant dispositive boundary of the first installment coincides instead with the halfway point of the narrative structure, however, Prévost's readers begin the second book with the "weight" of half of the narrative structure behind them, enhancing the sense of completion at the end of the second book (also the end of the first installment) without requiring definitive closure.
12 In fact, the first installment is incomplete with respect to both promised events and narrative structure, leaving open the option of a continuation. As Prévost's text closes, the reader has yet to discover how the count ended up in prison, how he could have written the memoir as it stands, and how he could then have given it to the editor. Such openness insures that Mauvillon could have published a stand-alone second installment of the work without straining the narrative structure of Prévost's text; such a work would have been transfictional by modern, but not eighteenth-century criteria. Instead, Mauvillon's continuation superimposes a new narrative structure onto Prévost's text, suggesting not simply a desire to profit from another's work, but an independent aesthetic motivation. Prévost's installment ends before the second major narrative unit concludes, and it is this lack of coincidence that enables Mauvillon's transformation of Prévost's narrative structure, and thus the creation of a transfictional work. Furthermore, in Mauvillon's version the end of the first installment does not coincide with a major narrative structural transition; rather, the constraints of contemporary modes of production and distribution both emphasize the dispositive transition between
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the two installments and simultaneously insist on the connection between them: these opposed techniques produce an eighteenth-century transfictional text.
13 The links between the two parts of the work call attention to the establishment and transgression of narrative boundaries, especially those created by inserting new material into Prévost's text. In Prévost's version, an incomplete narrative synthesis is signaled by a transition into what is both the end of the second major narrative unit and the beginning of a potential third major unit (at the end of the second book). Mauvillon's continuation actualizes this potential, providing a third and final major narrative unit, but it follows a linear path, rather than continuing the unfinished cyclical narrative structure of Prévost's text, tracing the count's transitions from active agent of his narrative to passive object of others' volition. The count's agency wanes as he abandons his pursuit of his desired marriage partner, submits to others' efforts to marry him off to a countess for whom he feels no deep affection, and finally attributes the esteem in which the countess holds him to his friends' efforts rather than to his own merit. Mauvillon's narrative structure turns ends into middles by superimposing a linear trajectory onto Prévost's dialectical one, calling attention to the boundaries it transgresses.
14 While both versions of the text contain a dispositive boundary that must be surpassed for the narrative structure to reach completion, Mauvillon's modifications to Prévost's original change the method for bridging the gap between the two installments. Prévost's dialectical progression, with its increasing amplitude, provides an appropriate level of narrative satisfaction at the end of the first installment. By locating an important dramatic event at a significant dispositive transition, without locating the "halfway point" of the narrative structure there, Prévost leaves himself multiple options: to extend the narrative structure in several future installments, to bring it to a (provisional) conclusion in just one more installment, or to leave the text where it is. No choice would overly disappoint the reader. Mauvillon modifies the text to suit his purposes: his continuation, while avoiding siting the "halfway point" of the narrative structure at the most important point of transition in the dispositive structure, nonetheless creates an alternative narrative structure.
15 Key to Prévost's narrative structure is the evolution of the count's trust in the connection between truth and appearance and his understanding of that connection. This structure ultimately reconciles the count's two perspectives on himself, posing not merely the situational question of how he ended up in prison, but the moral one of how the onceyoung count came to see himself as the narrating older count does. In contrast, the new structure created by Mauvillon's additions highlights the work's interrogation of the concept of the honnête homme, and foregrounds the importance of financial and martial metaphors for social interaction. In Mauvillon's version, the first major narrative unit moves the count toward agency in response to the reactive goal of avoiding Mlle de St. V…; the second increases his agency in response to the proactive goal of pursuing Mme de B…; and in the third, the count's agency begins to wane as he responds to the proactive but unsuccessful goal of pursuing Lizon. While Prévost's structure elucidates the count's evolving attitude toward the relationship between reality, perception, and appearance, and is therefore punctuated by lessons and tests that mark dialectical shifts, Mauvillon's structure, based on the count's attitude toward true value and exchange value, is punctuated by changes in relationships that propel the count on a linear path.
Mauvillon's addition of romantic intrigues does not rule out continuation in the spirit of Prévost's original version. In fact, it is possible to interpret Prévost's text either as a This portrait of the count's character invites readers to evaluate the accuracy of his retrospective conclusion, and to identify how he came to it. The second view, provided by his childhood tutor, also evokes a sustained encounter between two opposed forces, but questions the likelihood of any continuing equilibrium:
Un homme sensé, qui se trouvait chargé de mon éducation, observant avec quelle vivacité je me livrais au plaisir et combien il était facile néanmoins de me rappeler à la sagesse, ne se lassait pas de répéter qu'entre deux penchants si déclarés, qui ne pouvaient être longtemps de la même force, celui qui emporterait la balance irait nécessairement à l'excès ; ou s'ils conservaient quelque égalité, j'étais né pour être le plus malheureux de tous les hommes. C'est la seconde de ces deux prédictions qui s'est vérifiée. (212) 21
This view invites the reader to evaluate whether the count remains equally susceptible to his penchants for pleasure and for good behavior. While the count's view projects stasis, the tutor's view presents stasis as untenable: only the count's penchant toward pleasure is spontaneous, his penchant toward good behavior requiring external stimulation. Although the tutor's prediction invites identification of such external reminders, and the count's invites attention to iterations of equilibrium, both enable an open-ended narrative.
Reconsidering Narrative Closure in the Eighteenth Century: Transfictionality . While Prévost collapses the uncertainty of the narrative's eventual outcome yet leaves the path open, Mauvillon allows doubt about the outcome and focuses on subjective analysis of the path. Mauvillon's second addition to the introduction heightens the text's commentary on social class (3-4), while the third talks about imprisonment leading to a lack of distinction between past, present, and future (6), which could be an oblique reference to the broken chronology of Mauvillon's version of the text.
19 The introduction evokes different narrative horizons, revealing each text's distinctive narrative structure, despite the extent of common material.
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The dialectical narrative structure of Prévost's text can be discerned almost from the very beginning, its pseudofractal nature becoming increasingly clear. By modifying Prévost's text, Mauvillon creates a transfictional work out of a preexisting fiction by superimposing on its dialectical narrative structure a new narrative structure based on the protagonist's linear progression in personal agency as reflected in a series of unhappy love affairs.
Can a Single Text Have Multiple Beginnings?
20 Differences between Prévost's and Mauvillon's narrative structures are signaled by the open-endedness of the first installment, changes in the introduction, and the two versions' treatment of transitions between narrative and dispositive boundaries, such as the shape of the first major narrative units. Given the interpretive framework of the introduction, the first major narrative unit of Prévost's text contains the work's dialectical narrative structure in miniature, including the way it intersects with the text's dispositive structure in conjunction with the second major unit. Mauvillon's version of the "same" text lays the foundation of a linear narrative structure by means of a few strategic additions. 21 The first major unit of Prévost's text establishes a dialectical structure. It communicates the thesis that initiates the work's narrative movement: accurate perception of reality can lead to social satisfaction, an idea that the text's introduction suggests would have been transformed into the utter rejection of perception in favor of internal reality, had Prévost brought his dialectical narrative structure to completion. Although the count believes himself adequately prepared, his social education prior to arriving in Paris is insufficient, and he fails to negotiate the disparity between appearance and reality in Parisian society. This failure leads to the narrative antithesis: while the count's perception of reality may be faulty, those who are more socially adept may still convey inaccurate information; the count must learn to seek out trustworthy sources.
22 Prévost's second narrative subunit expresses the antithesis of the work's first dialectical process, the idea that substituting truth for rumor can correct the errors of society. By demonstrating the count's reception of conflicting information, this episode functions as the synthesis of the previous subunit; by demonstrating his incomprehension of the degree to which deception and distortion shape Parisian society, the episode functions as
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the thesis of the new narrative subunit. In turn, the second narrative episode expresses the second subunit's antithesis: the lies of a given social circle resist correction, because its function as a social network depends on the willful disregard of truth. The synthesis of the work's first dialectical process follows (third narrative subunit): finding the right social circle might enable the count to overcome his educational deficits. As the count then learns an embarrassing truth and refrains from correcting others' false views, his forbearance demonstrates that he has learned that sometimes revealing the truth can be as harmful as a lie. As thesis of a new subunit, this part of the narrative provokes a new antithesis: scrupulous honesty is to be maintained at all costs, even when doing so could compromise another person's honor.
23 In contrast to Prévost's initial establishment of a generative circular dialectic narrative structure, Mauvillon establishes a linear structure. In the first major narrative unit as modified by Mauvillon, the count gains independence through reacting to others, a step toward identifying personal, active priorities. More important, Mauvillon's count subsequently traces a linear path from social instruction to exposing his innocence. Whereas Prévost's count circles back to learn belatedly about untrustworthy appearances from gossip in Paris, Mauvillon's count is forewarned of the doubtful nobility of a motherdaughter pair of arrivistes whom he encounters (in a narrative addition) while en route to Paris. Mauvillon's first narrative subunit turns the narrative structure of Prévost's text inside-out: the dialectical narrative structure of Prévost's version-based on a repeated cycle of innocence, instruction, application, and disillusionment-is transformed into a linear progression from reactivity, to proactivity, and ultimately to passivity. Whether Mauvillon intended to transform Prévost's original narrative structure or to refigure the count as an honnête homme, the value of that term is evacuated by the way Mauvillon writes the character, an evacuation resulting from a modified narrative structure.
Conclusion 24
My analysis of transfictionality in Mémoires illuminates the complexity of the relationship between Mauvillon's and Prévost's versions of the text, and the differences between eighteenth-century and modern aesthetics. While Mauvillon's actions do not provide an example of what Saint-Gelais calls the mobility of myths in premodern narrative fiction, they do illustrate an economy of imagination connecting phenomena as disparate as fan fiction, the prose Arthurian vulgate cycle, and Homer's epics (2011: 534) . This case of eighteenth-century French transfictionality provides evidence of the transition away from a period when the imagination upon which the economy was based allowed significant overlap between the zones of influence of its agents, a phenomenon that is reappearing today, spurred by growing ease of collaboration and appropriation. My analysis reinforces our understanding of the eighteenth century as an ambiguous moment during which authorial ownership corresponds neither to premodern nor modern conceptions. My analysis also suggests that eighteenth-century transfictionality, as exemplified by the Mémoires, depends not on material boundaries between works, or on a new writer's use of another's material, but on retroactively reconfiguring the relationship between dispositive and narrative boundaries. Thus, my analysis can spur future research on modern and eighteenth-century aesthetic similarities. Just as today's fans of serialized fiction enjoy looking for retcons (details added in later installments to explain inconsistencies or other narrative difficulties), derived pleasure from comparing expanded works to their original versions. Mauvillon's title supports such a hypothesis by emphasizing not only additional material, but also changes within the original and the involvement of a new "editor." Furthermore, while resembling television reboots,
25
Mauvillon's modifications within Prévost's text might have given readers the extra pleasure of seeing a character voicing a reader's objections and concerns. Finally, such comparisons should spur further study of premodern transfictionality. 
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9. Some translations of the Mémoires highlight the complexity of contemporary authorial attribution: the text of Mauvillon's continuation was published alone in German translation in 1754, and was sometimes bound together with an earlier (1746 or 1747) translation of Prévost's unmodified text that included an attribution to the author of Cleveland, while an Italian translation contained both Mauvillon's modified version of Prévost's original text and his continuation, but made no mention of Prévost, including only an anonymized attribution to Mauvillon (Tremewan 1978: 339-40, 343, 348-49) .
10.
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14. Indeed, even in the case of Cleveland, Prévost may have taken inspiration from the writer who continued his work without his authorization (Stewart 1977). Having been unable to examine the first edition of this translation, I have cited the second edition, which appeared the following year. The anonymous translator has rendered "[i]ls ne me les feront jamais mieux connaître" as "I have only suffered for want of being better known," but a more accurate version would be "they (i.e. the count's accusers) will never cause me to better understand them (i.e. the crimes of which they accuse me)." This change shifts the original version's focus on the count's internal self-examination onto an external recognition of his identity.
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19.
The translator reverses this effect by using the present perfect ("have been") to translate the future tense ("J'aurai toute ma vie") of the original.
"[A]
love, perhaps, beyond measure of truth and justice, unhappily joined with the weakness of a heart too tender, has occasioned all the calamities of my life: my whole character is comprehended in these words, and the proofs of many years has sufficiently shewn [sic] me, I
have no necessity of examining farther into myself." (5-6) The beginning of the first sentence will perhaps make more sense to a modern reader punctuated thus: "[A] love, perhaps beyond measure, of truth and justice […] ." 21. "[A] man of great understanding in human nature, who had the care of my education, observing that I gave myself up to pleasure with the utmost eagerness and vivacity, yet, nevertheless, nothing was more easy than to recover me into the most serious reflections, used frequently to say, that between two inclinations so different, which ever got the better, would certainly be carried to a very great excess; and if any equality was preserved, I must be born to be the most unfortunate of all men; which last prediction has been but too sadly verified." (6) The translator exaggerates the text's finality by adding an affirmation of the lack of need for continued introspection. 
23.
Frautschi also comments on the distinction between the "closed" narrative structure of Mauvillon's version of the work and the "open" structure of Prévost's (2000: 317-18) .
24.
For a study of the phenomenon of the retcon, see Friedenthal (2017) .
Reconsidering Narrative Closure in the Eighteenth Century: Transfictionality ... Itinéraires, 2016 Itinéraires, -2 | 2017 25. For a discussion of the reboot as part of a larger trend toward more sophistication in television, see Mittell (2006) . For a study of the phenomenon within the science fiction genre, see Urbanski (2013) .
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While scholars generally use the concept of transfictionality to describe narrative crossover between separate works, this limitation does not apply in the eighteenth century, when publication in multiple installments and evolving ideas about the concept of copyright made 
